General Education Minutes

5 May 2011

Members in Attendance: Crist, O’Mansky, Stringer, Munro, Beebe, Mullins, Reday, Miller, Bonhomme, Porter

Meeting called to order at 3:01 pm

- Approved minutes from 4/14 (with amendments re: Dr. Waller visiting)

- Approved minutes from 4/28 (with amendments to from Physics 2600 to STEM 2600 and to AH item 4. Not being taught or not caring whether it remains in GE).

- Begin with HIST 2606 approved for DD

- Phil & Relig in AH or SS?
  
  o RELIG 2601: Intro to World Religions— AH + IP
  o RELIG 2608: The Examined Life— AH
  o RELIG 2617: Intro to Eastern Religions— AH + IP

- Discussed divisions between PHIL/RELIG classes in Arts and Humanities v. Social Science: Beliefs, ethics and values = AH; Cultural study = SS

- Need GEOG syllabi, GERO syllabi, and CMST syllabi.

- Art Courses in International Perspectives (IP)?
  
  o ART 1540 Masterpieces of World Art— Need more info.
  o ART 1541 Survey of Art History 1— pre-1500, not IP.
  o ART 1542 Survey of Art History 2— IP

- Amend learning outcome for IP to reflect contemporary society/issues.

- From PS to?
  
  o COUNS 1587 Introduction to Mental Health and Wellness— Wellbeing
  o COUNS 1588 Exploring Leadership— NO SILO (could it be SS?), Dropped.

- ENGL 2651 Intro to Language— AH – DD tentative (needs more information)

- SPED 2639 Individuals with Exceptionalities in Society— Dropped.

- PSYCH 1560 Intro to Psych— SS

- PSYCH 2692 Human Sexuality— Wellbeing

- PSYCH 3700 Social Psychology— SS (General and Honors)

- PSYCH 3707 Psychology of Intimate Relationships— Wellbeing
- Meet during finals week. Possibly Wednesday.
- Parameters for cross-listings? Meeting the LOs, and which ones it meets primarily (face value).

*Meeting ended at 4:20pm*

Submitted by Sarah J. Lowry